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AnAn integrated 5 Mb map of 1p36.1 

Abstrac t t 

CommonCommon genetic aberrations of neuroblastoma are deletions of the short arm of 
chromosomechromosome 1 (1p36) and MYCN amplification. Our deletion analysis of 25 tumor 
cellcell lines and 171 tumors strongly suggests that 1p harbors several tumor 
suppressorsuppressor loci. Distinct loci are involved in MYCN single copy versus MYCN 
amplifiedamplified neuroblastoma. Deletions in MYCN single copy tumors have a shortest 
regionregion of overlap (SRO) of 20 cM at 1p36.3. MYCN amplified tumors have large 
deletionsdeletions with an SRO of about 60 cM, from 1p36.1 to the telomere. This SRO is 
defineddefined by D1S7 (1p36.1), which was the most distal locus retained. Therefore, a 
suppressorsuppressor gene associated with MYCN amplified tumors probably maps within a 
fewfew megabases distal of D1S7. In order to map this locus, we further refined this 
SRO.SRO. We mapped the breakpoint of the MYCN amplified neuroblastoma with the 
smallestsmallest 1p deletion between 56.6 and 57.2 cM from 1pter. Pulsed Field Gel 
ElectrophoresisElectrophoresis and radiation hybrid mapping was used to construct a 5 Mb physical 
mapmap of this region. The map includes the region from 82.73 tilt 92.89 cR from 1pter. 
AboutAbout half of it was isolated in P1 and PAC clones. The region harbors the genes 
FGR,FGR, SLC9A1, HMG17, EXTL1, AML2, RH, 0P18, four ESTs, and a newly identified 
genegene with a transcript size of approximately 7 Kb. Several of the mapped genes 
havehave a putative role in cell growth, differentiation, and morphogenesis. 

Introductio n n 

Neuroblastomaa is an embryonal tumor of the sympathetic nervous system. The 
tumorr displays a heterogeneous biologic behavior ranging from aggressive incurable 
diseasee to spontaneous regression. Common genetic aberrations of neuroblastoma 
aree deletions of the short arm of chromosome 1 (1p36) (Brodeur et al., 1977; Gilbert 
ett al., 1982; Weith et al., 1989) and MYCN amplification (Schwab et al.,1983). Both 
MYCNMYCN amplification (Brodeur et al, 1984; Schwab et al., 1984; Seeger et al., 1985) 
andd loss of 1p {Caron et al., 1996; Rubie et al., 1997) are associated with a poor 
prognosis. . 
Wee have studied a large panel of 25 neuroblastoma cell lines and 171 tumors for 
MYCNMYCN amplification and deletion of 1p. The detailed analysis strongly suggests that 
1pp harbors several tumor suppressor loci (Caron et al., 1995; Cheng et al., 1995; 
Versteegg et al., 1995). Distinct 1p loci appear to be involved in MYCN single copy 
versuss MYCN amplified neuroblastoma, as these tumors display a different type of 
shortestt region of overlap (SRO). About 15% of MYCN single copy neuroblastomas 
showw 1p deletions. They have deletions of variable length with an SRO of 20 cM. 
Thee commonly deleted region maps to 1p36.3 (Caron et al., unpublished data). 
Inn contrast, MYCN amplified neuroblastomas show LOH of 1p in about 90% of the 
cases.. These tumors display much larger deletions of at least 60 cM comprising the 
regionn from 1p36.1 to the telomere. The distal 20 cM of this SRO is identical to the 
SROO of MYCN single copy cases. These data suggest that two different 1p regions 
havee a role in neuroblastoma pathogenesis. The distal 20 cM of 1p represents the 
formall SRO and most likely harbors a tumor suppressor gene. The finding that 
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MYCNMYCN amplified neuroblastomas consistently show larger deletions including the 
1p36.11 region can be interpreted in two ways. The difference could be explained 
eitherr mechanistically, e.g., by MYCN inducing chromosomal instability resulting in 
largerr deletions, or alternatively, the 1p36.1 region could harbor a second 
suppressorr locus, with a specific role in MYCA/-amplified tumors. Several data are in 
linee with the latter possibility. The existence of a second suppressor locus at 1p36.1 
withh a role in MYCN amplified tumors is supported by analysis of the parental origin 
off 1p deletions. Deletions of 1p in MYCN single copy tumors are of maternal origin in 
90%,, strongly suggesting that the affected suppressor locus is subject to genomic 
imprintingg (Caron et al., 1995; unpublished data). In contrast, deletions in MYCN-
amplifiedd tumors are of random parental origin, implicating that the affected 
suppressorr locus is not imprinted (Caron et al., 1995; unpublished data). Together 
withh the length of the SROs, these differences in parental origin suggest that 1p36 
containss two suppressor loci: a distal (1p36.3) imprinted locus deleted in MYCN 
singlee copy neuroblastomas and a more proximal non-imprinted locus at 1p36.1 that 
iss consistently deleted in MYCN amplified neuroblastomas. 
Aboutt 20% of neuroblastomas have MYCN amplification. In 90-95%, these tumors 
havee 1p deletions that, at least in our series, always include the distal 60 cM of 1p. 
Thee 5-10% of MYCN amplified cases without detectable 1p deletions in our series 
couldd represent a different genetic subtype, or have cryptic defects in the 1p36.1 
region.. We detected no MYCN amplified cases with short distal deletions, but 
incidentall cases have been described in literature (Martinsson et al., 1995). 
Thee alternative interpretation that the different SROs are a reflection of increased 
chromosomall instability in MYCN amplified tumors is not supported by mechanistical 
studies.. About 50% of the 1p deletions in cell lines stem from 1;17 translocations 
(Savelyevaa et al., 1994; Caron et al., 1994; Van Roy et al., 1994). These 
translocationss give rise to Loss of 1p and gain of 17q. The breakpoints are scattered 
overr 1p and 17q. As these frequent 1 ;17 translocations are found in both MYCN 
singlee copy as well as MYCN amplified cell lines, there are no indications for 
differentt mechanisms operating in these two types of neuroblastoma. 
Thee SRO of MYCN amplified neuroblastomas in our series was delineated by two 
tumorss (N110 and N191) in which we identified D1S7 as the most distal locus 
retainedd (Caron et al., 1995; unpublished data; Cheng et al., 1995). We therefore 
assumee that the suppressor locus associated with MYCN amplification maps distal 
off this deletion border. As all 1p deletions in our series extend to the telomere, a 
distall border for this locus cannot formally be defined. However, since the 1p36.1 
sub-bandd is consistently deleted, we assume that the locus maps within a region of a 
feww megabases at the proximal side of the SRO of MYCN amplified cases. 
Inn order to analyze this region, the proximal border of the deletion in the two critical 
tumorss was further delineated. We therefore constructed a physical map of a region 
off 5 Mb spanning the breakpoint of the tumor with the shortest deletion, integrating 
genetic,, radiation hybrid, and FISH markers. 

Result s s 

Delineatio nn of the 1p/MYCN Critica l Regio n on the Geneti c Map 
Deletionn studies in MYCN amplified neuroblastomas suggest a tumor suppressor 
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Figuree 1: Map of the deletion breakpoint in cell line UHG-NP as determined by FISH analysis with 
YACs.. The YACs are represented by the horizontal bars and the markers found in the YACs by 
thee black dots. Black squares indicate the presence of a FISH signal, and open squares indicate 
thee absence of a FISH signal. Below is depicted the critical region of MYCN ampl i f ied 
neuroblastomass as used for the construction of the physical map. 

locuss mapping to 1p36.1 (Caron et. al, 1995; Cheng et al, 1995). This region was 
analyzedd by Southern blot analysis with polymorphic markers in 32 MYCN amplified 
tumorr samples and cell lines. The SRO of the 1p deletion of these tumors was 
delineatedd by tumors N191 and N110 which both have retained two alleles of D1S7 
(1p36.1).. Further analysis with a series of other polymorphic 1p markers revealed 
thatt tumor N191 had lost one allele of HMG17, while tumor N110 showed retention 
off both alleles (Caron et al., in press). This identifies HMG17 as the most proximal 
genee defining the SRO, and N110 as the MYCN amplified tumor with the smallest 1p 
deletion. . 

Inn order to fine-map the proximal border of the 1p deletion of tumor N110, we 
performedd FISH with YACs from the CEPH/Genethon library (Albertsen et al, 1990) 
thatt were identified to harbor CA repeats from the 1p36.1 region (Table 1), 
(Chumakovv et al., 1995). The YACs were tested by FISH on metaphase spreads of 
normall fibroblasts for chromosomal localisation. Only YACs with a single 
hybridisationn signal mapping to chromosome 1 were used for further analysis. FISH 
wass then performed on the cell line UHG-NP (Van Roy et al., 1995), which had been 
establishedd from tumor N110. Karyotyping of the tumor and cell line revealed an 
identicall 1p deletion, caused by a der(1)t(1;17)(p36;q11-12) (Van Roy et al., 1994). 
YACC 3.4 with locus D1S247 and YAC 136 with locus D1S511 hybridized proximal to 
thee UHG-NP breakpoint. These loci are mapped at 59.0 cM and 57.2 cM from the 
telomere,, respectively. YAC 1.10 with locus D1S234 hybridised distal to the 
breakpoint.. This locus is mapped at 56.6 cM from the telomere. This indicates that 
thee breakpoint of UHG-NP is localized between 56.6 and 57.2 cM (Figure 1). 
Becausee we assume that the suppressor gene associated with MYCN amplification 
mapss just distal of this breakpoint, we decided to construct a physical map of the 
criticall region. 

Isolatio nn of PACs by YACs and Singl e Cop y Probe s 
Mostt of the YACs from this chromosomal region appeared to be scrambled or 
unstablee (data not shown). We therefore used the least scrambled YACs to identify 
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Tablee 1: List of P1 and PAC clones used in this study. 

Marker/clon e e 

Y1.10 0 

Y120 0 

Y122 2 

SLC9A1 SLC9A1 

HMG17 HMG17 

Est3/a-Man n 

Est2 2 

OP18 OP18 

Est10/RH H 

AML2 AML2 

Est1 1 

cDNAA C2 

pooledd subclones from p54, p55 
andd p58 

pooledd subclones from p93 

Correspondin gg P1/PAC/YAC 
clon e e 

p53,, p54, p55, p56, p57, p58, 
p117,, p119, p564 

p10,, p17, p19, p21, p23,p106 

p36,, p52, p91, p93, p94 

p112 2 

p164,, p96, p97, p509, p515 

p597,, p598 

p597,, p598 

p596,, p597, p598 

p615 5 

p586,, p587, p611, p612 

p591,p592,, p593 

p106,, p19,p20, p23 

p519,, p520, p533, p539, p540 

p161,, p162, p516, p518 

Thee left column lists the marker or clone that was used to screen the high density gridded P1 or PAC 
filters.. The right column lists the P1 or PAC clones identified with these markers. "Y" numbers refer to 
YACC clones, "p" numbers refer to PAC or P1 clones. For official clone names of the ESTs see text, for 
officiall clone names of the YAC, P1 and PAC clones see material and methods. 

correspondingg P1 and PAC clones, which we expected to be more stable. High 
densityy gridded P1 and PAC filters were screened by hybridization of entire YACs 
whichh were isolated by PFGE. We used YAC 1.10 (positive for locus D1S234) and 
YACss 120 and 122 (positive for the FGR gene, see below and Table 1). The 
identifiedd P1 and PAC clones were tested by FISH analysis for their chromosomal 
position.. We isolated 9 PACs with Y1.10, 6 PACs with Y120 and 5 PACs with Y122. 
Inn addition, a series of PACs and P1 clones were isolated with probes containing the 
FGR,FGR, HMG17,AML2 ,and SLC9A1 genes, previously mapped to 1p35-36.1 (Van 
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Royy et al., 1993; Wijmenga et al., 1995). The PAC and P1 clones were then 
subclonedd and single copy probes were used for the identification of new PACs 
(Tablee 1 and Fig. 2, for official clone names see material and methods). 

Radiatio nn Hybri d Mappin g 
Somee of the single copy probes were subsequently mapped on the radiation hybrid 
mapp (Cox et al., 1990), in order to identify ESTs within the region of interest. Probes 
fromm the HMG17 gene, probe 55-4 from P1 clone 55 (isolated with Y1.10) and cDNA 
C22 (see below) were sequenced and analysed by PCR on the Gene Bridge radiation 
hybridd panel (Fig. 4) (Walter et al., 1994). PCR data were used to calculate the 
positionn relative to the Whitehead Institute/MIT Center for Genome's Research's 
radiationn hybrid map of the human genome (Hudson et al., 1995) 
(http://carbon.wi.mit.edu:8000/cgi-bin/contig/RHmapper.pl).. HMG17 maps 3.87 cR 
(lod>3)) proximal to framework marker OP18 (WI-9053), which is positioned at 85.57 
cRR from the top of the Chr.1 linkage group. Probe 55-4 maps at 0.00 cr. (lod>3) from 
frameworkk marker RP_L11_1 which is positioned at 82.73 cr. From the top of the 
Chr.11 linkage group. cDNA C2 was mapped at 2.43 cr. (Iod>3.0) proximal to locus 
D1S5111 which is positioned at 90.46 cr. from top of Chr.1 linkage group. A series of 
ESTss from the same region of the radiation hybrid map were then used to identify 
additionall PACs. These ESTs were IMAGp998M0885 (EST2), IMAGp998E03173 
(EST1),, Wl 18360 (EST10) and, IMAGp998K2021 (EST 3) (Lennon et al., 1996). 
FISHH analysis confirmed the localisation of the corresponding PACs on 1p36 (Table 

1)--

Contig ss of the Critica l Regio n 
Thee screening of P1 and PAC libraries with YACs, genes, and ESTs identified in the 
criticall region as well as the screening with single copy subclones from these PAC 
andd P1 clones enabled us to construct large contigs. This was confirmed by 
fingerprintingg and by hybridization of the fingerprints with the single copy probes. 
Thiss resulted in 57 PAC and P1 clones from the 1 cM region, which were grouped in 
88 contigs (Table 1 and Fig. 2, for official clone names see material and methods). 
Fourr PACs were not part of a contig. 
Thee Chromosome 1 mapping group of the Sanger Centre is currently identifying and 
sequencingg PAC contigs from chromosome arm 1p. In the 5 Mb region described 
here,, the Sanger database presently gives three contigs for the genes AML2 (1 
PAC,, fully sequenced: ctg83), EST1 and RH (5 PACs, partly sequenced: ctg492) 
andd the cluster OPÏ8/EST2/EST3 (2 PACs, partly sequenced: ctg560). One 
unsequencedd PAC is identified for FGR (ctg40). No PACs are identified for the 
geness HMG17, EXTL1, SLC9A1, or our newly identified C2 gene (see below, gene 
identification),, (data obtained from the Sanger Centre website, 
http://www.sanger.ac.uk/HGP/Chr1). . 

Constructio nn of the Physica l Map 
Wee used the identified ESTs and probes of the genes FGR, SLC9A1, HMG17, 
EXTL1,EXTL1, AML2, RH, and OP18, and the isolated single copy probes to construct a 
physicall map of the critical region (Fig. 2). DNA from lymphocytes of healthy donors 
ass well as from six cell lines was digested with the rare cutter restriction enzymes 
Noti,Noti, Mlui, Nrul and AscI, separated by PFGE and blotted. The cell line SK-N-FI was 
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Figuree 2: A physical map spanning the 1p36.1 region consistently deleted in MYCN amplified 
neuroblastoma.. Upper part gives the distance in Kb and the global position of the identified 
genes.. Below, the restriction fragments are given as detected by PFGE. The length of each 
fragmentt is depicted in Kb. Fragments with arrowheads are contiguous on upper and lower half of 
thee figure. The used probes are indicated in the square boxes below the PFGE fragments. At the 
bottomm of the figure are depicted the eight contigs of PACs and P1 clones, which were grouped 
afterr fingerprinting. Black circles or squares indicate confirmed mapping of a probe on a 
restrictionn fraament or P1 or PAC clone. 

usedd as a standard on which the physical map was based (this cell line displayed no 
LOHH of chromosome arm 1p). 
Twoo basic criteria were used to construct the physical map. Firstly, physically linked 
probess from one gene or one PAC often link two restriction fragments. An example 
off this is depicted in Figure 3. A prob e for EST1 (Fig. 3a) and probe 586-S14 (Fig. 
3b)) hybridised to identical Mlul and AscI restriction fragments (400 Kb and about 
19000 Kb respectively). A probe for the AML2 gene (Fig. 3c) hybridised to a 200 Kb 
MlulMlul fragment and an approximately 1500 Kb AscI fragment. As the AML2 gene and 
thee 586-S14 probe are localized on the same PAC (p586), we were able to link these 
differentt restriction fragments. A similar situation was found for probes from the 5' 
sidee and from the 3' side of the CpG island of HMG17. They colocalize on one 1200-
15000 Kb Mlul fragment, but to different Notl, Nrul and AscI fragments because these 
enzymess have restriction sites within the HMG17 CpG island. The same approach 
wass used for probe 593-S16 that harbours a Notl site, which created subclones 593-
S16AA and 593-S16B, and for probes from PACs covering the cluster 
OP78/EST2/EST3. . 
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Secondly,, we used as a criterion that two probes were assigned to adjacent map 
positionss if they shared identical restriction fragments for at least two enzymes. The 
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Figuree 3: Pulsed Field Gel analysis of the ESTWAML2 region. DNA of five cell lines was digested 
withh Mlul, AscI or both enzymes and hybridized with probes for EST1 (A), 586-S14 (B) and the 
AML2AML2 gene (C). EST1 and probe 586-S14 hybridize onto identical AscI and Mlul restriction 
fragmentss (approx. 1900 Kb and 400 Kb respectively). The AML2 gene hybridizes onto a 200 Kb 
MlulMlul and an approx. 1800 Kb AscI restriction fragment. The probes for AML2 and 586-S14 are 
derivedd from the same PAC (p586). thus linking the Mlul and AscI restriction fragments. We used 
DNAA from cell lines N206 (lane 1), NGP (lane 2), SK-N-AS (lane 3), SK-N-FI (lane 4). and SK-N-
SHH (lane 5). Cell line SK-N-FI was used as a standard on which the physical map was based. 

restrictionn enzymes were then used in a double digestion with other enzymes to 
determinee probe positions and minimal physical distances. For example, cDNA C2 
andd SLC9A1 both hybridized to an 850 Kb Nrul and a 1200 Kb Mlul restriction 
fragment,, and were therefore considered to align and link together within 850 Kb. An 
exceptionn to this criterion had to be made in the region between the HMG17 and 
EXTL1EXTL1 genes. These genes are linked together by an approximately 1900 Kb AscI 
restrictionn fragment, while no common restriction fragment with another enzyme was 
found.. However, in cell line N206 the EXTL1 gene and the HMG17 gene both 
recognizedd a second, AscI fragment of 1500 Kb, confirming their physical linkage. 
Relativee positions have also been established by radiation hybrid mapping. HMG17 
wass mapped at 3.87 cR. proximal to the OP18 gene (Genebridge 4, Walter et al., 
1994)) that is physically linked to EXTL1 by identical AscI (1900 Kb), Mlul (1000 Kb) 
andd Nrul (400 Kb) fragments. Furthermore, two color FISH with PACs for FGR, 
HMG17HMG17 and EST1 established their chromosomal order. Taken together, these data 
confirmm the mapping of the genes as HMG17, EXTL1 and OP18 from the 
centromeree to the telomere, respectively, on a common 1900 Kb AscI restriction 
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fragment. . 
AA second problem with the physical mapping arose at a small region spanning probe 
593-S16AA (isolated from PAC 593) and EST1. These probes recognized in some cell 
liness and lymphocytes, a complex pattern of additional Notl and Sfil restriction 
fragments,, probably pointing to a large scale length polymorphism (data not shown). 
Thiss region maps adjacent to the Notl fragment with the genes for the Rhesus blood 
groupp antigens (RH). These genes are known to have many complex 
polymorphisms.. The RH locus is composed of two closely linked structural genes, D 
andd CcEe (Le van Kim, 1992). The presence or absence of the D gene in the 
genomee determines the genetic bases of the f?H-positive and f?H-negative blood 
groupp polymorphism. The origin of the aberrations we observed in the region 
adjacentt to the RH genes may be related to this complex polymorphism. 
Thee result s of the PFGE analysis are depicted in Figure 2. The proximal border of 
thee deletion of cell line UHG-NP was originally defined between the loci D1S511 
(57.22 cM) and D1S234 (56.6 cM). The physical map that we constructed spanning 
thesee loci comprises 5 Mb (Fig. 2). Within this region we identified the genes for 
FGR,FGR, SLC9A1, HMG17, EXTL1.AML2, RH, OP18 and probably a-Mannosidase 
(seee below) in addition to a series of anonymous ESTs. An integrated map of this 
regionn including genetic, radiation hybrid and FISH markers is depicted in Figure 4. 

V -- *> cM 

D1S5111 D1S234 

Figuree 4: An integrated physical, genetic and radiation hybrid map of the 1p36.1 
regionn implicated in pathogenesis of MYCN amplified neuroblastoma. Markers 55-4 
andd D1S234 were linked by their colocalization on YAC 1.10. In this region, 0.6 cM 
correspondss to approximately 7 cR and 2-3 Mb. 

Genee Identificatio n 
Too identify additional genes in this region, we used the entire YAC 120 isolated by 
PFGEE for the screening of a cDNA library. This resulted in the identification of 
thecDNAA clone C2, that recognized a 7 Kb transcript in all neuroblastoma cell lines 
testedd and a 3 KB transcript in a subset of cell lines. Sequencing of this probe 
(Genbankk accession number AF110141) and a search in Genbank (Benson et al., 
1998)) showed that it is a new gene with a homologue on the X-chromosome. 
AA database search with the EST sequences revealed EST3 to be highly similar to 
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murinee Mannosyl-oligosaccharide alpha-1,2-mannosidase. A search with the 
sequencee of EST10 revealed that part of the sequence (50 bp out of 564 bp) was 
identicall to the RH gene, however the rest of the sequence had no homology to any 
partt of the RH gene. The RH locus is known to have many complex polymorphism 
andd EST10 might therefore represent an alternative transcript of the RH locus. 

Discussio n n 

Ourr analysis of neuroblastoma tumors and cell lines suggest that a tumor 
suppressorr locus associated with MYCN amplification maps within a few megabases 
distall of the HMG17 gene. Therefore, a physical map spanning the HMG17 region 
wass constructed as a first approach towards the identification of the tumor 
suppressorr gene. 
YACss identified with highly polymorphic CA repeats narrowed down the critical 
regionn to 0.6 cM between the loci D1S511 and D1S234. The YACs were then used 
too identify P1 and PAC clones. Single copy probes from the PACs were mapped on 
thee radiation hybrid map. This enabled us to select ESTs that were mapped within 
thee same region. They were used together with single copy probes from the PACs 
andd probes of genes for the construction of a physical map. 
D1S511D1S511 was mapped at 90.46 cR on the Whitehead Institute/MIT Center for 
Genomee Research's radiation hybrid map of the human genome (Hudson et al., 
1995).. D1S234 has not been mapped on the RH map, but probe 55-4 from the same 
clusterr was mapped at 82.73 cR. The physical map shows that these markers 
encompasss a region of 2-3 Mb. In this region, 0.6 cM corresponds to approximately 
77 cR and 2-3 Mb. The entire physical map that was constructed encompassed a 5 
Mbb region and integrates genetic, radiation hybrid and FISH markers. We were able 
too map a series of interesting genes within this region. Several of them have a 
putativee role in cell growth, differentiation or morphogenesis. OP18 (oncoprotein 18) 
encodess a proliferation-related cytosolic phosphoprotein which is induced in normal 
lymphocytess following mitogenic stimulation (Melhelm et al., 1991). It is a target for 
bothh cell cycle and eel! surface receptor-regulated phosphorylation events. Ser25 
andd Ser38 are targets for cyclin dependent kinases (CDKs). Induced expression of 
kinasee target site-deficient OP18 mutants resulted in immediate G2/M block 
(Larssonn et al, 1995). Phosphorylation of the protein seems therefore essential for 
celll cycle progression. 
Wee also mapped the oncogene FGR (Nishizawa et al., 1986). FGR specifies a non-
receptorr protein-tyrosine kinase, p55c-FGR, a member of the SRC family. 
Mutagenizedd FGR with alterations in the 3' end of the gene were potent oncogenes 
whenn transfected into NIH 3T3 cells (Sartor et al., 1992). AML2, also known as 
Cbfa3Cbfa3 is a subunit of the DNA-binding core binding factor (CBF). It belongs to the 
Drosophilaa runt domain family of transcriptional regulators. The runt gene was 
originallyy characterized from its vital role in segmentation in which it acts as a 
primaryy pair-rule gene (Gergen et al., 1985). The runt gene has three human 
homologues,, AML1, AML2, and AML3. AML1 is the most frequent target of 
chromosomall translocations in acute leukaemia (Bitter et al., 1987; Miyoshi et al., 
1991).. The role of AML2 has as yet not been ascertained. 
EXTL1EXTL1 (Wise et al., 1997) is a member of the multiple exostoses gene family. Its 
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Drosophilaa homologue tout-velu is required for diffusion of Hedgehog, that patterns 
tissuess during vertebrate and invertebrate development (Beliaiche et al, 1998). 
Mutationss in human EXT1 and EXT2 cause familial exostoses (Wuyts et al., 1998). 
EXT1EXT1 and EXT2 were found to be deleted in exostoses-derived tumors, supporting 
thee hypothesis that they function as tumor suppressor genes. The function of EXTL1 
hass not been established but its sequence similarity to EXT1 and EXT2 makes it a 
candidatee tumor suppressor gene. HMG17 (Landsman et al., 1986) encodes a high 
mobilityy group, non-histone protein involved in chromosomal architecture. In addition 
wee identified SLC9A1 (Lifton et al., 1990) which encodes a Na+/H+ exchanger and 
thee RH (RHesus) locus (Mouro et al., 1993), which encodes the D, Cc and Ee blood 
groupp antigens. Screening of cDNA libraries with the entire YAC120 isolated from 
PFGEE enabled us to clone a novel gene C2, whose function is unknown. 
Thee integrated map presented in this paper provides a resolution that so far has not 
beenn obtained by any other map. The RH, HMG17 and SLC9A1 genes were 
mappedd by FISH to 1p36.11 (Van Roy et al., 1993). The FGR gene was mapped in 
thee same study to 1p36.12-p35.1. In the map presented in this paper, we are able to 
resolvee the chromosomal order and spacing of these genes. 
LOHH of chromosome arm 1p is amongst the most profound genetic aberrations of 
neuroblastomaa but also of many other tumors, including colorectal cancer (Praml et 
al.,, 1995), breast cancer (Nagai et al., 1995; Munn et al., 1991) and melanoma 
(Dracopolii et al., 1989; Goldstein et al., 1993). This suggests a broad role for 
chromosomee 1 alterations in tumorigenesis. The physical mapping of this 
chromosomee is a first step towards the characterization of this region. 
AA series of PACs and isolated contigs of chromosome 1 are presently being 
sequencedd at the Sanger Centre. These PACs and the corresponding markers are 
onlyy tentatively ordered. Radiation hybrid and genetic maps are suitable for global 
positioningg of markers, but lose their resolution for markers that fall within a region of 
aa few megabases. Therefore, the map presented in this paper provides the Sanger 
contigss from the 5 Mb region with a physical anchor. 
Thiss is the first large scale physical map of the 1p36 region. We identified a series of 
geness with a putative role in cell growth and differentiation in this region. The 5 Mb 
physicall map together with the PAC contigs identified by us and at the Sanger 
Centree provide a tool for further analysis of this 1p36 region and will thus not only 
helpp neuroblastoma research but also the investigation of other malignancies where 
LOHH of 1p plays role in tumorigenesis. 

Materia ll  and method s 

Celll  Line s 
Peripherall blood lymphocytes were obtained from healthy donors by Ficoll-hypack 
gradientt according to standard protocols. 
Alll cell lines were cultured in Dulbecco modified Eagle medium (DMEM) 
supplementedd with 10% fetal calf serum, 20 mM L-glutamine, 10 U/ml penicillin, and 
100 :g/ml streptomycin. Cells were maintained at C under 5% C02. The following 
celll lines were used: IMR32, N206, NGP, SK-N-AS, SK-N-FI, and SK-N-SH. For 
primaryy references of these cell lines, see Cheng etal. (1995). 
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Pulse dd Field Gel Electrophoresi s 
Lymphocytess and cell lines were embedded in 0.75% low melting agarose blocks 
andd incubated o/n in 5 volumes 0.5 M EDTA pH 9.5, 1% sodium-lauroylsarcosine 
andd 0.5 mg/ml proteinase K at , and stored in 0.2 M EDTA at . 
DNAA was digested to completion with a restriction endonuclease. DNA fragments 
weree separated by pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) in a CHEF gel apparatus 
(Pharmaciaa LKB Gene Navigator™ system). Electrophoresis was carried out on a 
1%% agarose gel at C in 0.5XTBE (45 mM Tris, 45 mM boric acid, and 1.25 mM 
Na2EDTAA pH8.3) with varying pulse times and voltage. The DNA fragments were 
thenn transferred to Hybond-N+filters (Amersham) by the standard alkaline blotting 
method.. DNA probes were 32P-labelled by the random primer method. Filters were 
hybridisedd for 16 hours at C in 0.5 M Na2HP04, pH 6.8, 7% SDS, 1mM EDTA, 
andd 50 ^g/ml herring sperm DNA. 

Sequenc ee Analyst s and Radiatio n Hybri d Mappin g 
Forr sequence analysis of probes cloned into plasmid PBS-SK, the insert was 
amplifiedd and sequenced with M13 universal and reverse primers. PCR conditions 
weree 35 cycles of 1.5 min. , 1.5 min. , and 1 min. . The PCR product 
wass purified with a PCR purification kit (Qiagen). Sequence reactions were 
performedd with the ABI PRISM™ Dye Terminator cycle sequencing ready reaction kit 
(Perkinn Elmer) and run on an ABI377. Radiation hybrid mapping was performed on 
thee Genebridge 4 Radiation Hybrid panel (Walter et al., 1994) distributed by 
Researchh Genetics, inc. From the sequence of HMG17 we used oligo 62 (5'-CTC-
TGC-ATG-GAA-AGT-CTC-3')) and oligo 63 (5'-CGA-AGG-CAG-TAA-ATG-AGG-3'), 
fromm the sequence of probe 55-4 we used oligo 228 (5'-CCA-TGA-GGC-AGA-AGC-
TGC-3')) and oligo 229 (5'-TGA-ACT-CTG-AGT-CAA-GTC-3'), and from the 
sequencee of cDNA C2 we used oligo 107 (5'-ATG-AAG-CAG-GCT-GAA-AGG-3') 
andd oligo 108 (5'-GAT-GGA-CTC-AGT-CAT-TCC-3'). The scoring was as follows, 
HMG17:HMG17: 00001-00100-00000-01000-00011-00100-00002-00112-00001-00000-
00000-00000-10000-00000-01011-00001-01000-02000-000;; probe 55-4: 00001-
00200-00000-01000-000111 -00000-00000-00111 -01001 -00000-00000-00000-10010-
00000-01001-00001-01100-01000-010,, cDNA C2: 00101-00100-00000-00000-
00101-00010-00001-00112-01001-00000-01000-00000-00000-00000-01111-00011--
01010-01001-010.. These data were submitted to the Whitehead Radiation Hybrid 
mapp web site (http://carbon.wi.mit.edu:8000/cgi-bin/contig/RHmapper.pl), where the 
cRR distances relative to the framework markers of the Whitehead's radiation hybrid 
mapp of the human genome (Hudson et al., 1995) were calculated. 
Thee ESTs were obtained from the Reference Library, ICRF (Lennon et al., 1996) and 
distributedd by the RessourcenZentrum im Deutschen Humangenomprojekt am Max 
Planck-tnstitutPlanck-tnstitut fur Molekulare Genetik in Germany. 

YAC,, PAC, and P1 Clone s 
YACss from the CEPH/Genethon library (Albertsen et al., 1990) that were identified to 
harbourr CA repeats from the 1p35-36.1 region (Chumakov et al., 1995) were used 
forr FISH analysis and screening of PAC libraries. These YACs were: 857-F4 
(Y1.10),, 649-F1 (Y136), 723-C6 (Y120), 723-E1 (Y3.4), and 697-E10 (Y122). The 
PACC and P1 clones were obtained by screening of high density gridded filters with 
YACs,, genes and single copy probes. The P1 library no. 700 was constructed by 
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Fionaa Francis {Francis et al., 1994). The P1 filters and clones were distributed by the 
RessourcenZentrumRessourcenZentrum im Deutschen Humangenomprojekt am Max Planck-institut für 
MolekulareMolekulare Genetik in Germany (Zehetner et al., 1994). The official clone names for 
thee P1 clones described in this article are as follows: p10: ICRFP700M2062, p17: 
ICRFP700E0669,, p19: ICRFP700L0491, p21: ICRFP700C0846, p23: 
ICRFP700O1290,, p36: ICRFP700D08112, p52: ICRFP700H0245, p53: 
ICRFP700L0282,, p54: ICRFP700J0170, p55: ICRFP700J0170, p56: 
ICRFP700A0678,, p57: ICRFP700H2354, p58: ICRFP700G1176, p91: 
ICRFP700A03114,, p93: ICRFP700P19104, p94: ICRFP700I0642, p96: 
ICRFP700O1316,, p97: ICRFP700G0433, p106: ICRFP700G2291, p112: 
ICRFP700J01112QDB,, p161: ICRFP700P18116Q06, p162: ICRFP700M1790Q06, 
p164:: ICRFP700E24102Q06. 
Thee PAC clones came from a gridded PAC library RPCI-1 N  704 constructed by P. 
dee Jong and P. loannou (loannou et al., 1994). The high density gridded filters and 
cloness were distributed by the YAC Screening Centre Leiden (YSCL). The official 
clonee names were: RPCI1 60-L16 (p509), RPCI1 12-117 (p515), RPCI 189-116 
(p516),, RPCI1 112-M24 (p518), RPCI1 23-M14 (p519), RPCI1 98-A21 (p520), 
RPCI11 172-G13 (p533), RPCI1 55-P19 (p539), RPCI1 273-I22 (p540), RPCI1 23-
M14(p564),, RPCI1 65-P1 (p586), RPCI1 132-N11 (p587), RPCI1 132-P11 (p588), 
RPCI11 35-C22 (p591), RPCI1 82-J2 (p592), RPCI1 219-111 (p593), RPCI1 17-L17 
(p596),, RPCI1 317-E23 (p598), RPCI1 139-L24 (p611), RPCI1 141-P20 (p612) and 
RPCI11 7-L11 (p615). 
FISHH analysis was performed as described as described elsewhere (Van Roy et al., 
1993). . 

Probe s s 
Forr hybridization of PFGE filters we used probes derived from the genes SLC9A1 
(Liftonn et al., 1990), RH (Chérif-Zahar et al., 1990) and HMG17 (Landsman et al., 
1986).. A 5' HMG17 probe was made by PCR on p515 using oligo 62 and 93 (see 
above).. A 3' HMG17 probe was made by PCR on p515 using oligo 68 (5'-CAG-CAT-
AGA-CTT-AAC-AAC-TCC-CT-3')) and oligo 69 (5'-GGT-ATT-TCA-GGC-AGG-ACA-
TG-3').. A genomic probe for exon2 of AML2 was kindly provided by C. Wijminga. A 
probee for EXTL1 was kindly provided by W. Wuyts. 
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